Welcome to the Carranballac Corker. This is the weekly Family Learning Activity Page. Discuss the challenges and place your completed
sheet in the box near the office. The correct winning entries will be drawn at the whole assembly on Monday mornings.

Word of the Week: Write a definition for the following.
Direction: _________________________________________________________________________
Last Week’s word. Histogram: a graph using bars to represent frequency distribution.

Early Years:

Middle Years:

Colour the squares that Froggie skips onto to get to the
pumpkin patch.
She starts on 3 and finishes on 30,
but she lands only on a square that has a number
3 more than the square she skips from.

The number has two digits.
Both of the digits are even.
The digit in the tens place is greater that the digit in the ones
place.
The ones digit is not in the three times table.
The tens digit is not double the ones digit.
The sum of the two digits is a multiple of five.

Name:_________________________ Grade:_______
Name:______________________ Grade:_______

Family Fun Time – FAMILY JOURNAL: Record your special memories in a family journal.
*Blog
Use a blog to journal your family’s life. This is a relatively new and popular way to journal.
A free blogging site is an easy way to get started and you can even add digital pictures, videos, and link to
other resources.

* Notebook
Record journal entries by hand in a notebook. You can buy a nice notebook or use a hand made one
decorated by the family.
* Scrapbooking
Do you love taking lots of photographs? Scrapbooking is a wonderful (and popular) way to record your life.
Write a comment to match the photos.
Previous Week’s Answers
Early Years:

Middle Years:

Kim’s mum woke up at 7am

10.5hrs have past. Sarah need to sleep another 1.5hrs to
make 12hrs.

Due: Friday 10th November

